
Rules 

Art.1 Organizer Body 

Weber Stephen Italia, hereafter named The Organizer, planned in next 11 September 2016 the 
second Contest “Weber BBQ Soco Contest – Friends by the Grill” concerning barbecue cooking, 
hereafter named as The Contest. At The Contest are admitted attendants from each nationality 
and sex without restrictions, at 14 years of age, hereafter named as The Attendant. Individuals or 
groups that already compete in accredited international or nationals BBQ competitions are not 
allowed. 

 

Art.2 Subscription - Modality 

The Contest consists in a team competition, composed by a number from 1 to 3 of members, with 
free subscription but with booking compulsory. Subscription is independent and must be referred 
to  

 

Antica Fiera del Soco srl 

Piazza Europa Unita, 7 

36040 GRISIGNANO DI ZOCCO  - VICENZA 

Tel.: +39 0444 614891 - Fax: +39 0444 417075 

info@fieradelsoco.it 

session: Weber BBQ Soco Contest 

 

Subscription form admittance is subordinate to mail or fax forwarding of the next document: 

a) The present Rules signed by the Attendant in its entirety, hereafter named as The Rules (in case 
of minor attendant, The Rules has to be signed also by legal tutor) 

b) Entirely filled specific subscription form.  

c) Valid Attendant ID Copy (in case di minor attendant, must be furnished also the attendant’s 
legal tutor ID copy) 

d) Ingredients and summary description of the subscribed recipe into “Chef Choice” category, 
printed on a A4 paper sheet. 

Subscription form admittance don’t automatically entails the attendant subscription, that must be 
valued regarding accuracy and about vacant spots. Subscription will be valued by Weber Italia and 
Antica Fiera del Soco: only the ammitted teams will receive the official confirmation within 
10/Sep/2015 . 

mailto:info@fieradelsoco.it


The Attendant will be admitted to The Contest only prior consignment of all the original 
documents mentioned above. 

Last day for forwarding the subscription form is fixed on 04/Sept/16.  

We inform you that personal data, provided filling the subscription form or in any other way, will 
be treated conforming the D.L. n. 196/2003 of 30.06.2003 and they will be treated in telematic, 
magnetic, written and digital form, related to competition secretaryship’s organizational needs. 
Personal entries won’t be diffused or communicated to third party excepted to competition 
development’s. Appointed and responsible of treatment is Weber Stephen Italia 

 

Art.3 Program 

The Attendant has to deal with cooking of a number of 2 recipes freely chosen to be realized 
within 3 hours since 15.00, starting time of the competition. The recipe subscription must be held 
matching each one of them to one of the two categories: Steak e Chef Choice. Steak Category has 
as mandatory ingredient a beef entrecote while Chef Choice one is completely free; Each one of 
them must be cooked on grill. The Attendant is compelled to show up within the contest starting 
time, compelled to turn in his dishes within the turn in time, or will be disqualified, but he will 
have discretion to start cooking whenever between competition starting and ending, freely 
choosing the turn in order. The recipe must be attached to subscription form and it can’t be 
substituted in any case. In order not to be banished, the recipes of Steak Category must be 
presented on dishes furnished by the organization and it will be possible to add garnish, choosing 
uniquely among the ones furnished by the organization. The recipes of the Chef Choice Category 
can be presented on personal dishes and can be garnished with personal elements. 

 

Art.4 Tools, Ingredients e Personalizations 

The Attendant has to take with him all the necessary ingredients. Organization will put at 
attendants disposal grills, pincers, small shovels, gloves, chimney starters and briquettes or 
charcoal. The Attendant has discretion to use furnished grills or taking his own as long as it is a 
Weber Grill. About the grill The Attendant can choose the favorite supply (gas or charcoal) but the 
model assignment will happen till depletion, giving priority to earlier day and hour of forwarding. 
The assigned model will be communicated to The Attendant with the confirmation of subscription.  

 

Art.5 Development 

The Contest will be held on 11 September 2016 at Area So-Country, via degli Alpini, Grisignano di 
Zocco (VI). The contest will be held between 15.00 e le 18.00 and attendant registration will be 
held from 14.00. Heard Ceremony will be held at 19.00. 

 

Art.6 Jury and evaluation criterion 

The winners will be proclaimed from a jury selected by organization, with un appealable judgment, 
according to a score coming from a form filled by each member. In case of equality, the jury 



president score will be decisive. In case of further equality the turn in time will be decisive. All 
attendants have to accept the judgment without any appeal possibility. 

The jury will be composed by 6 members, over a jury president, established by Fiera del Soco, 
Weber Stephen Italia, American Army and BBQ4All Consulting srl representative. In case of un 
availability of one or more jury members, the organization save the possibility of substitute them 
even at last moment and without any advice to Attendants. The attempt can be interrupted in any 
moment the jury may consider as appropriate. The dishes will be judged concerning appearance, 
taste, smell, cooking grade, moisture and technical difficulty grade. 

The best score will be awarded in each category and in combined categories. Additional wards will 
be assigned to the best presentation and to the best team clothing. 

Art 7. Award Ceremony 

The winner will have the following prizes 

Combined Ranking 

1° Prize – Weber Master Touch 

2° Prize – Weber Go Anywhere Gas 

3° Prize – Weber Smokey Joe 

 

Category Ranking 

The jury will assign to the winner of each category, to the best presentation and to the best team 
clothing a special prize. 

All prizes will be distributed during the award ceremony. The first prize is indivisible but the other 
prizes could be assigned ex-equo by the jury. The category prizes will be distributed only in case of 
more than two subscriptions. All Attendants have to accept jury decision about prizes assignment, 
without any reveal possibility. 

 

Art. 8 Rights 

All attendants acknowledge that any right about cooked dishes are exclusively granted by Weber 
Stephen Italia, that can use them in any form and in any way. The Attendants give up any claim 
and any reimbursement for all activities done during the event. 

 

Art. 9 Rules Reception 

Subscription form sign leads to the unconditional acceptance by the Attendant of all rules 
established into this regulation. In case of protest, the competent court will be the one from Ivrea. 

 

Art. 10 Validity 



This regulations is just a free translation. In case of incongruity, the Italian version will be 
considerate as effective. 
 


